Banks and financial institutions face constant staffing challenges across multiple stages of any
Technology adoption initiative. Be it unexpected technology implementations necessitated by
dynamic market landscape or the aftermath of a strategic transformation exercise, availability of
right skillsets to mange the expectations can be tough.
Challenges are obvious during the project approval and initiation stage or even during the course of
Business As Usual (BAU) upgrades and maintenance. Banks constantly encounter multiple issues like
Shortage of niche skills in IT operations

A root cause analysis reveals that
most of these issues are due to

Pressure of implementing business, technology or regulatory
changes
Frequent upgrades / patches from product vendors of core &
surround systems
Skill gaps accumulated over a period of time leading to
inefficiencies
Low productivity causing schedule slippages and cost escalations

•

Insufficient funding

•

Reduced time-to-market

•

Incomplete or gaps in
requirements

•

Inadequate test processes,
coverage and methods

•

Deficient release /
configuration management

•

Pressure built due to high
number of production defects

Deployment of part-time business users in testing/assurance roles
Testing and quality functions being sidelined within the IT function

Maveric’s Team-In-A-Box brings together the right mix of complementary skills to help you manage your
complex assurance initiatives. By bringing together multi skilled, experienced professionals across wide
range of domains and technologies, we help you drive success across your strategic assurance
programs. Our Team-In-A-Box encompasses skills including core banking, change management, IT risk,
functional and technical skills, to name a few. Each member will possess multiple complementary skills
that allows you to choose unique skill combination based on your exact business requirement.
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How it works?
The salient feature of our offering is the ability to choose the right mix of assurance skills that suit
your exact requirement. The process of identification of appropriate competencies include the
following five key steps:
1.

Assessment: A comprehensive, short, joint SMART Assessment aimed at understanding your
assurance requirement

2.

Issue identification: Outcome of the assessment exercise enabling identification of the top 3
issues driving your objectives

3.

Skill exploration: Identify the major skills required to fix the gaps outlined during the
assessment exercise. This is further used to look into the skillset repository of Team-In-A-Box
to shortlist possible combinations

4.

Skill mapping: Finalize the right skill combination for the requirement and use for team
formation

5.

On-boarding: Bring in required team members on-site or ramp up off-shore.

Key Benefits


Participative Assessment leading to joint identification of issues and skills required



Availability of experienced team members who bring the right competency to any assurance
engagement



Multi-skilled team leading to optimized team size – the best fit for your requirements



We also bring to bear our many years of experience in IT Market with our specialised
processes and methodologies



We have delivered hundreds of teams to various clients globally, in multiple delivery models



Our experience in implementing over 50 transformation / upgrade / greenfield testing
engagements will ensure success of your assurance initiatives
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